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Assumption: there is a world water “crisis”




Little doubt about it in terms of the physical-natural dimension

Increasingly recognized that the water crisis is related
to or even caused by the ways humans govern and
manage water

“The water crisis is largely a crisis of governance”
UNESCO, World Water Report 2006: 1.



But what does “governance” mean in this context?
13/06/2011
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The approach


Sociology-grounded political ecology
 political

ecology as the study of “ecological
distribution conflicts”
“while political economy (in the classical tradition)
studies economic distribution conflicts,
a new field is emerging, political ecology, which
studies ecological distribution conflicts”
Guha and Martínez Alier
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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“Ecological distribution conflicts”
“the social, spatial and temporal
asymmetries or inequalities in the use by
humans of environmental resources and
services, i.e. in the depletion of natural
resources (including the loss of
biodiversity) and in the burdens of
pollution”
Guha and Martínez Alier
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Water-specific conflicts – some drivers


Unsustainability of prevailing development system



Breakdown of the water cycle; degradation of aquatic ecosystems (impacts of large hydraulic
infrastructures; pollution; wetland desiccation, etc.)



Excessive exploitation and degradation of underground aquifers



Worsening water quality (specially by diffuse pollution) with dramatic public health impacts,
particularly in poor developing countries



Climate change-driven changes in the aquatic environment



Inequalities in the control of water sources and in the access to water and essential water
services



Displacement of population by large-scale hydraulic infrastructures, etc.



Inefficiency and economic irrationality (e.g. derived from supply side strategies)



Weak or missing institutional and legal frameworks (poor or missing regulatory schemes); low
capacity for legal and regulatory enforcement; public and private corruption



Lack of consensus about principles and ethical values structuring water management



Population defencelessness; weakening of rights-based institutional arrangements
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Conflicts arising from mangrove destruction by
shrimp farming


Destruction of coastal areas and mangroves around the world to
develop large-scale, extensive and semi-extensive commercial
shrimp farms for export




Particularly Bangladesh, Brazil, Ecuador, East Africa, Honduras,
Indonesia, India, Malaysia, Mexico, Sri Lanka, Thailand, the
Philippines

Mangroves have to be uprooted to build ponds for the shrimp
farms


Destruction of local livelihoods (fishing, use of mangrove resources)



Environmental degradation (environmental functions of the
mangroves)



Resistance from local communities
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Mangroves and shrimps in India


aquaculture shrimp production in India
increased from 30 000 tonnes in 1990 to
102 000 tonnes in 1999



expansion driven by the high profitability
of shrimp farming; wide range of investors



economic significance
about 1.6 percent of the value of Indian
exports
 estimated 200 000 employees




substantial environmental and social
problems
water pollution
salinization of drinking-water wells and
paddy fields
 destruction of fry of wild fish and crustacean
species
 social conflicts related to land conversion



UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
http://www.fao.org/documents/show_cdr.asp?url_file=/docrep/
x8080e/x8080e08.htm
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Mangroves …


Significance of the destruction of
mangroves by aquaculture in
relation to other factors



case study in the Godavari delta,
Andhra Pradesh



about 14% of the aquaculture
farms have been constructed on
mangroves



Shrimp aquaculture is
responsible for about 80% of
mangrove destruction

UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO)
http://www.fao.org/documents/show_cdr.
asp?url_file=/docrep/x8080e/x8080e08
.htm
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Mangrove destruction by shrimp farming

Recife,
Recife,
Brazil

Brazil
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Mangrove destruction by shrimp farming

Recife, Brazil

Recife,
Recife,
Brazil

Brazil
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Global conflicts over mangrove destruction
and shrimp farming

Three hugging fishers in
Malaysia
http://www.newint.org/issue325/tr
eehug.htm
World Rainforest Movement
http://www.wrm.org.uy/deforestat
ion/mangroves/book10.html
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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The case of water and sanitation


Human beings need 40-50 litres of water daily to satisfy basic needs (but
this varies according to cultural and other characteristics …)



International standards suggest a regime of 100 litres per person per day
or 150 litres per household



Only 2-3 litres of “safe water” per person is needed for drinking daily



The UN Water Decade (1980s) set up the goal of providing 40 litres of
water to every person on earth by 1990. Despite substantial progress, the
goals were not achieved.

13/06/2011
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The case …


In 2000 and 2002 the UN has set the much more conservative (some
would say realistic) goals of halving the world population without
water and sanitation by 2015 (Millennium Development Goals MDGs)



Problem affecting mainly developing countries but also developed
countries


E.g. Europe – Protocol on Water and Health:
http://www.unece.org/env/water/text/text_protocol.htm

13/06/2011
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¿What happened to the MDGs?…
“Half the population of the developing world
lack basic sanitation. In order to meet the MDG
target, an additional 1.6 billion people will need
access to improved sanitation over the period
2005-2015. If trends since 1990 continue, the
world is likely to miss the target by almost 600
million people.”
UN (2007), The Millennium Development Goals
Report
(http://mdgs.un.org/unsd/mdg/Resources/Static
/Products/Progress2007/UNSD_MDG_Report_2
007e.pdf)
13/06/2011
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Table 1 – Estimate of the evolution in the absolute number of people
without access to WSS between 2005 and 2015
Water
Region

Sanitation

Uncovered Population (millions)

Uncovered Population (millions)

Sub Saharan Africa

+ 47

+ 91

Oceania

+

1

+

Northern Africa

-

1

- 11

Western Asia

-

5

+

South-eastern Asia

-

5

- 55

Latin America &
Caribbean

- 25

- 24

Eastern Asia

- 30

- 157

1

3

Southern Asia
- 139
- 69
________________________________________________________________________________
World Total
- 150
- 221
Source: Elaborated from WHO-UNICEF (2006: 10, 18).
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Table 2 – Progress in meeting the MDGs for water and sanitation (in % of
population officially served) – selected countries

Reference 1990
Water Sanitation

2004
Water Sanitation

2015 (MDG target)
Water Sanitation

Country
Brazil

83

71

90

75

88

80

China

70

23

77

44

79

46

India

70

14

86

33

79

40

Mexico

82

58

97

79

87

71

Source: Elaborated from WHO-UNICEF (2006: 8, 17).
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Earthscan, 2009
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Some reflections


The failure to universalize access to
essential water and sanitation services



The tacit acceptance by the
“international community” that a large
proportion of human beings will
continue to suffer and die from
preventable water-related risks and
threats
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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The social and political character of the “crisis”


The crisis of inequality in the access to these
essential services is not the result of physicalnatural conditions (e.g. water scarcity) or lack of
technical solutions



The key dimensions of the “crisis” are the social and
the political (including the policy-institutional
aspects)



Connection with environmental injustice and
ecological distribution conflicts

13/06/2011
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The water crisis as a crisis of governance
“There is a enough water for everyone.
The problem we face today is largely
one of governance: equitably sharing
this water while ensuring the
sustainability of natural ecosystems. At
this point in time, we have not yet
achieved this balance.”
UNESCO, 2006
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The notion of governance


The notion of “governance” as a relatively new concept, developed
first for the study of corporations



Later adopted by political scientists for


acknowledging the changing power balance between key power holders
(especially between the nation state and supra- and subnational actors
such as transnational companies, international financial institutions,
NGOs, social movements, etc.)



capturing the transition from traditional state monopoly and hierarchical
coordination to what some have called “pragmatic pluralism”




(e.g. ad hoc combinations of hierarchical, horizontal, and emergent structures for
environmental management)

recognizing that most management regimes (e.g. environmental
management) are multi-layered, multi-sector

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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The governance debate in relation to the water
“crisis”


In the mainstream literature, “governance” is
presented as the articulation of management
regimes and their institutional frameworks:


the classic forms of authority embodied in the state
(hierarchical coordination; or, as the critics would prefer it,
“command and control”)



private-management (self-organization driven by market
competition)



co-operation (the realm of civil society structured on the
basis of voluntary or reciprocal action)

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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The idealised model of governance …
State
(hierarchical order)

state

market

Adapted from Picciotto
(1997)

civil
society

Civil society
(cooperation driven by
voluntary association)

Market (selforganization driven
by competition)

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Governance: the meanings


A technical understanding of governance:


the “range of political, social, economic and administrative
systems that are in place to develop and manage water resources,
and the delivery of water services”
Global Water Partnership



This emphasis on development, management and delivery is
characteristic of “a-political”, supposedly “neutral”
understandings of governance

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Some conceptual clarification


The mainstream use of concepts such as
“governance”, “citizenship” or “civil society”
assumes a shared understanding



However, the meaning of these concepts is:
 historically
 subject

determined

to socio-cultural and political specificities
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Conceptual clarification …


For instance, “civil society” or “citizenship” emerged from
specific historical processes that took place in developed
countries



The empirical reference of these concepts is often weak or
altogether absent in many “less developed” countries



Even in “developed countries”, there exist significant
differences in the understanding of these concepts between:


rival intellectual and political traditions



different political cultures (e.g. Anglo-Saxon vs. “continental” or
European vs. US-American)

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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“Civil society” …


For instance, in the free-market Anglo-Saxon tradition
(“privatism”), it is assumed that


the private sector is inherently dynamic, productive, and
dependable



private institutions are intrinsically superior to public institutions
for the delivery of goods and services



market efficiency is the appropriate criterion of social performance
in virtually al spheres of community activity
Barnekov et. al. (1989)



Civil society = market

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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“civil society” …


The concept has been revised and updated




in contemporary public-policy discussions “civil society”
tends to represent the space of public life that could be
organized outside the state’s sphere of influence

Development organizations, NGOs, practitioners, and
other actors understand civil society as the realm of
“voluntary action”, as opposed to the realms of
“competition” (the market) and “hierarchy” (the state)

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Water governance


The interrelationship between governance of
the social system and sector governance can
adopt very different forms:
 Sound

and efficient water governance can be
achieved in the absence of democratic
arrangements

 And

democratic and participative models do not
guarantee effective water governance (Global
Water Partnership, 2003).

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Cross-sector and multilevel governance
Water governance is closely linked with overall societal governance

Societal governance

Water
Resources
Management

Environmental
Health

Water and
Sanitation
Services

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Governance and “civil society participation”


The actual character of the interaction
between “state”, “market”, and “civil society”
is dependent on the prevailing political
system and policy frameworks



For instance, main problems arising from
“civil society” participation in governance:
 who

participates on what occasions?
 What should be the form and content of their
contributions?
 How should actors communicate with each other?
 What are the desirable outcomes of the process?
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Rival political traditions influencing …
Characteristics of civil society participation
Tradition
Who participates?

In what sort of
process

How ideas should
be presented

Outcome of relation
between discourse
and decisionmaking

Representative
liberal

Elite dominance
Expertise
proportionality

Free-market place of
ideas
transparency

Detachment
civility

closure

Participatory
liberal

Popular inclusion

empowerment

Range of styles

Avoidance of
imposed closure

Discursive

Popular inclusion

deliberative

Dialogue
Mutual respect
civility

Avoidance of
premature, nonconsensus-based
closure

Constructionist

Popular inclusion

Empowerment
recognition

Narrative
creativity

Avoidance of
exclusionary closure
Expansion of the
political community

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Conflicting governance regimes


Current water policy debates reflect a long-term
struggle between competing intellectual
traditions



In long-term perspective: recurrent historical
shifts between
 “autonomy

of the market (disembedded from the
social and political sphere)”

 and

“public” or “social” regulation of market
processes
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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The historical cycles of governance regimes


The “privatist” water governance regime (roughly between late 18th to late
19th century, mainly Anglo-Saxon centred)




The water governance regime of “administrative rationalism” (late 19th
century to date)






Water supply as a commodity; unregulated private monopolies

Bureaucratic expertise and scientific knowledge as core elements
Central public sector role (hierarchical – “command and control” models);
dominated by “water experts”
Notions of public interest, public good, social good

The water governance regime of “economic rationalism” (some would say
“chrematistic rationalism”) (1980s and onwards)





Decentralization, de (and re-)regulation, liberalization, “privatization”
Cancelling the notion that WSS are a public or social good
The public sector as facilitator of weakly (or un)regulated private water
monopolies
Hence: “neoliberal” or “neoprivatist” water governance

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Market-centred water governance (WSS)


Private sector participation in WSS developed within the
framework of classical free-market liberalism since the late 18th
century



Under the free-market model WSS were provided by
unregulated private water monopolies in England, France, the
US and exported elsewhere (e.g. Latin America), with different
degrees of success



The outcome was a proliferation of relatively small private
water monopolies, normally operating in the largest and richest
urban centres where ―with rare exceptions― they served
mainly the wealthiest neighbourhoods and were reluctant to
invest in extending the services to the poorer sectors of the
population



In Europe and the US this free-market approach was challenged
from the outset owing to its negative social and environmental
consequences
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Reorganizing water governance


Since the mid-nineteenth century the “governance” of water
and related services was increasingly organized around the
principles that
these and other essential goods and services must be under
public control
 with strict regulation of private operations
 or directly organized and provided by the public sector




These principles were accepted across the political spectrum by the
early twentieth century and informed the universalization of essential
services after World War II



Among other,


principles of “market failure” and protection of the “public interest”



principles of social rights (universalization of the basic conditions for
“civilized life” (health, education, well being)
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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The problems of administrative rationalism


Prevalence of top-down, paternalistic, often nondemocratic water governance



Dominant role of technical experts and limited or no
citizen participation



Different results in developed and developing
countries



Contested water governance regime


Social struggles for the democratization of access and
management of water and WSS
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Neoliberal water policy reforms


Since the 1980s, revival of free-market (neoliberal) principles




reforms seeking to change the governance regime in the water
sector

The main goals of the neoliberal reforms:


Changing the status of water from public to private good


Canceling the notion that WSS are a social right or a public sector duty



Reducing the role of the state to facilitator of private sector
activities (little or no regulation, guaranteeing and protecting
business sustainability)



Subordinating social and ecological concerns to the requirements
of private sector profitability, especially and global financial
interests



Reducing the role of citizens to that of consumers (from citizen
rights to consumer rights)
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Water: from public to private good


Organizing water governance around market principles


The ambiguities of the 1992 Dublin Declaration’s 4th Principle:




“water has an economic value in all its competing uses and should be
recognized as an economic good” (UN, 1992)

A policy outcome of this principle (not a necessary one):


Economists interested in water resources management have long
argued the necessity to recognize that water is an economic good
and not to treat water as having “unique importance” but as one
good among all others. […] If water is an economic good then it
should be possible to govern its allocation through the market (Lee
and Jouravlev, 1998: 7).
“value incommensurability”

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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A shocking example
A recent example of
the ongoing
confrontation between
rival models of
governance
permeating the
production of scientific
knowledge about water
and water policy

UNESCO, 2006

Tabla 12.2 - página 409
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Back to the notion of governance …
some reflections


A crucial element in the power balance between the
key actors is the capacity of the public and civil
society sectors to exercise democratic control
(preserve the public interest)



Historically this has been done through regulation


Different models (e.g. the US regulatory system heavily
reliant on the judicial system; the UK model based on
negotiation)



Structure regulation; behaviour regulation; standards
regulation
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Internal contradictions of these policies


Formal acknowledgement of the multi-scale and multi-polar
character of the governance structure of complex systems



But, actual justification of the pre-eminence of capitalist
competition over the other governance realms such as the
state or civil society, in the context of a technocratic model of
development



Contradictions arising from converting water and sanitation
services in private for-profit businesses as the main driver of
development in the sector



Imbalance resulting in the weakening of state, local
government, and civil society structures



Dwindling or actual lack of capacity on the part of public and
civil society actors to exercise democratic control and
regulation over the running of public services in most
developing countries
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Contesting free-market governance


The hegemonic free-market governance regime is being
contested in theoretical, political, and practical ways



Formally, “governance” has been presented as a partnership
between equals, the private, public, and voluntary (civil society)
sectors



In practice, for instance


transnational corporations are often far more powerful (in
financial, technical, and even political terms) than the public
or voluntary sectors, which creates a power imbalance and
renders the notions of partnership and good governance
meaningless



reduction of citizenship and the citizen to passive
acceptance; the rethoric of civil society “participation” in
practice often means obedience and willingness to accept
decisions already taken
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Resistance movements to exclusionary water
governance (neoliberal or not)


In developed countries
 the

existence of tighter regulation and higher
democratic accountability guarantees a higher
level of compliance with the recognition of basic
rights (e.g. basic standards in essential services quality, coverage, affordability, etc.)

 citizen

involvement takes place mainly through
public consultations, pressure groups (e.g.
consumer associations, environmental NGOs),
political mediation (e.g. elected local politicians);
environmental justice movements, etc.
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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… patterns


Contradictions arising from converting WSS in
private for-profit businesses as the main driver
of development in the sector



Neoliberal water policy wrongly presupposed
the existence (ot the possibility to bring about)
of social relationships and social actors and
dismissed existing social relationships and
actors
 Policies

implemented simultaneously with escalating
inequality and relative (and even absolute) poverty
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Resistance movements …
In “least-developed” countries


the weakness or even lack of regulation underpins the lack
of compliance with service standards and contractual
obligations



poor or non-existent democratic accountability accounts for
a whole range of “civil society” reactions to actual or
perceived grievances including






uncivic actions (destruction of property, etc.)
civil disobedience (non-payment of service bills, road
blockages, etc.)
protests (mass mobilizations, popular plebiscites, etc.)
formal complaints (bureaucratic, press denunciations, etc.)
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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The case of Uruguay , 2004 and onwards



http://uruguay.indymedia.org/news/2005/05/35444_c
omment.php
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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The case of Córdoba, Argentina (ongoing)



http://argentina.indymedia.org/news/2006/02/376782.php
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Evolution of public support for privatization in Latin America (1998-2003)
Costa Rica
Brazil
Venezuela
Mexico
Chile
Honduras
Colombia
Paraguay
Peru
Ecuador
Nicaragua
Bolivia
Guatemala
Uruguay
El Salvador
Argentina
Panama
Latin America

1998
60
51
51
49
51
47
39
46
44
52
46
49
62
29
54
32
20
46

2002
32
38
38
28
22
34
23
19
32
40
30
23
29
16
35
14
31

2003
33
32
31
29
25
24
23
22
20
20
19
16
16
15
12
10

28

22

Source: Lagos (2004).
* Percentage of positive responses to the question: “Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with
each of the following phrases that I am going to read: The privatization of state companies has been beneficial to the country.” The table
only shows results for the responses “Strongly Agree” and “Somewhat Agree”.
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Challenging the “neutral” notion of
governance


The core of governance has to do with determining what ends and
values should be chosen and the means by which those ends and
values should be pursued, i.e. the direction of the social unit, e.g.
society, community or organization.
Has to do with shaping and sustaining the arrangements of authority
and power within which actors make decisions and frame policies that
are binding on individual and collective actors within different
territorial bounds (state, county, municipality, etc.)


Includes activities such as





efforts to influence the social construction of shared beliefs about reality
Creation of identities and institutions
Allocation and regulation of rights and obligations
Distribution of economic means and welfare services
Hanf and Jansen
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Challenging …


Confrontation between rival values, principles, goals,
and ends characterizing competing often
irreconcilable governance regimes



¿What are the values and principles that structure our
relationship with the environment and “nature” in
general?



¿How are these principles and values expressed in the
social, political and cultural processes that
characterize human-environment relationships?



¿How do these values and principles shape/inform
institutional, public policy and management in relation
to the environment?
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Conflicting values and ends


Underlying confrontations between rival political
projects of “society” (examples):


The lack of consensus in the international community about


The unsustainable character of the prevailing economic model,
including the dominant forms of environmental management



The status of the environment and environment-based goods
and services (e.g. are these a common or public good, a
human right, or should be treated as commodities?)



The role of the public and private sectors and of “civil society”
in environmental governance and management



The need for such considerations as the Precautionary
Principle in environmental governance and management
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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The inertial forces
The momentum of neoliberal policies (liberalization,
deregulation, privatization) initiated in the 1980s will
be difficult to reverse in the short term
This is suggested by a number of facts:


Persistence of the model in aid and development
programmes



More worryingly, the insistence in less-developed
countries that correcting the failures of essential
public services, especially for the poorest sectors,
requires privatization or similar measures of
neoliberal reform

j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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… inertial forces


These policies have set in motion a number of
processes including


Public sector reforms (e.g. water and sanitation utilities, health units,
etc.) oriented at reorganizing governance and management on the basis
of market-efficiency principles



Training of experts oriented at implementing the reforms and promoting
these principles in developing countries



Weakening of the public sector and “civil society”



Cooptation / influence



Continuation of the policies under different names and with different
tactics
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Water conflicts as an object of knowledge


Key dimensions



The distinction is analytical (in practice these
dimensions are closely intertwined)


Ecological



Technical-administrative (management)



Socio-economic (access)



Political (citizenship and governance)



Scientific (production of knowledge)
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Water conflict as an object of knowledge …
Epistemic subject

Rationality

Water expert
(hydrologists;
engineers, etc.)

Techno-scientific

hydraulic

Observables

Quantitative indicators
Physical-natural and technical
conditions and drivers
Water resources

Administrative-financial
experts

Market

Quantitative indicators
Economic efficiency
Market criteria

Water functionary

Policy-administrative

Bureaucratic norms
Electoral and party-political
considerations

Ecologist

Ecological, holist

Indicators of sustainabilityinsustainabiity
Ecosystems

Critical social scientist

Socio-political

“Water conflict”

Power configurations
Structural inequalities
Social identities
Languages of valuation
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The challenge: towards an ethics of water governance
and management


Need to recall the historical memory





Recovering an ethic of the public good





The notions of public service, social good, and citizenship rights
The controversy over the human right to water

Not a mechanical recovery of the past, but an effort to achieve a
qualitative change in order to overcome the “crisis”





e.g. How was the univerlization of WSS achieved in rich countries?
Why should it be different in poorer countries?

Recovering ethical values and principles
Superseding paternalistic (often antidemocratic and authoritarian) water
governance and management practices

Supporting the existing experiences of democratic, efficient and
efficacious water management
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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Strategic dimensions


Scientific-intellectual dimension


Role of scientific knowledge about water and health (necessarily inter- and
trans-disciplinary)



Conceptual clarification, confrontation of existing myths




e.g. the myth of private-sector excellence and market principles as the key to
solving the crisis)

Political-institutional dimension in water governance/management


the “Political” not reducible to partisan or electoral politics





the Political as the realm of public, common affairs
the exercise of power characterizing the Political not reducible to the legalinstitutional or administrative aspects

Democratic governance and the substantive exercise of citizenship in
relation to water and essential water services
j.e.castro@ncl.ac.uk
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